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Date Night Request Form

Date Night Request Form

cook   

order in

restaurant  

picnic

restaurant

home cooked

drinks

movie   

game night

explore

road trip

other

explore

visit

stay out

movie

concert

other

movie   

sports

other

cuddling 

make out

get busy

http://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-rendezvous/couples-cafe/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/big-bite-passport/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/97-of-the-best-picnic-date-ideas/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/four-or-more/grill-chill-barbecue-group-date-night/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/four-or-more/the-date-night-show-couples-games/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/tara/the-road-trip-date/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/tourist-in-your-home-town/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/shooting-range-date-night/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/?s=movie
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/netflix-binge-date/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-rendezvous/cuddle-kit-for-two/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/tag/Sexy-Dates/


a romantic dinner at home

recreate our first date

movie night at home

go star gazing

watch wedding video

go out to dinner

dance the night away

a night in the bedroom

other

take a trip

a fancy night on the town

renew vows

a big party with friends

get a couples massage

take a hot air balloon ride

do something new together

a night at an extravagant hotel

other

flowers

something hand crafted

something sentimental

other

something sparkly

a big ticket electronic

a trip for two

other

http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/recreate-your-first-date/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/star-light-star-bright/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-rendezvous/75-sexy-bedroom-games-round-up/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/anniversary/adventure-book-marriage-journal/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/the-not-so-newlywed-game/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/movie-date-night/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/holidays/valentines-day/je-taime-hotel/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-rendezvous/75-dates-to-celebrate-your-anniversary/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/holidays/valentines-day/date-night-in-a-box/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/anniversary/envelope-memory-book/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-rendezvous/the-ultimate-intimacy-pack-12-sexy-bedroom-games/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-rendezvous/100-most-romantic-vacations/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/year-sports-themed-date-ideas/


special restaurant

candlelight dinner for two

suprise party

relax in a hammock

hot air balloon ride

attend a concert

hang out at home

attend a sporting event

party with friends

take a special trip

other

something hand crafted

words from the heart

something sparkly

gift of quality time

something sporty

something practical

a trip to somewhere new

a spicy evening

other

favorite bubbly

sweet smoothie

birthday cake

chocolate, of course

cupcakes

something fruity

http://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-rendezvous/couples-cafe/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/quick-and-easy/the-hammock-date/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/birthday/family-spouse-birthday-ideas-celebration-kits/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/year-sports-themed-date-ideas/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/play-it-up/murder-mystery-group-date/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/birthday/choose-your-own-birthday-date/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/show-him-the-love/printable-birthday-cards-for-your-husband/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/spouses-choice-date/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/intimate-moments/bedroom-birthday-party/


send sexy texts

write love notes

dirty talk

give lots of compliments

helicopter ride at sunset

dinner during a boat ride

horseback riding to a bonfire

pampering with couples massage

shopping for intimates

hot & heavy make out session

strip tease & lap dance

role playing

sexy game for two

lick off chocolate or whipped cream

fulfill a fantasy

draw on each other

shower/bath together

try something new

road trip with a gourmet picnic

secluded cabin in the woods

a night at a fancy hotel

suggestive gifts

flowers & chocolates

lots of kisses

plenty of touching

http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/show-him-the-love/365-love-text-messages/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/intimate-moments/printable-love-sticky-notes/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/intimate-moments/lingerie-love-note/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/strip-trivia/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-rendezvous/the-bedroom-doctor/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/intimate-moments/bedroom-bucks-bedroom-game/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-rendezvous/golden-bedroom-ticket-2/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/fantasy-menu/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/kiirsten/go-picasso/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-rendezvous/smoldering-violation-ticket/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/just-the-two-of-us/97-of-the-best-picnic-date-ideas/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/intimate-moments/25-sexy-love-letters/
http://www.thedatingdivas.com/you-me/intimate-moments/sex-bucket-list/

